
Who are we?

We are TrendsActive, a small and experienced team of strategists, trend researchers 
and creatives in Utrecht. We are looking for a smart, enthusiastic, analytically strong 
and dedicated trend researcher to join our team.

TrendsActive was founded seven years ago and has since developed into a leading 
international trend research agency. We provide our clients insight in the changing 
needs and behavior of their target groups. Also, we specialize in the (creative) translation 
of this knowledge to relevant propositions, products, services and communication. 
This translation takes place within our own creative department. 
In the past years we have delivered a wide range of successful services for an exciting 
list of national and international clients, varying from trend lectures and masterclasses 
to campaigns and new products. 

About you  
You  are a dedicated and driven colleague expected to work both independently and 
in hybrid teams. You  primarily study the changing needs and behavior of people 
through sociocultural trend research. As our trend researcher you are constantly working 
on improving our trend database. More importantly: you know exceptionally well how 
to translate this research into an inspiring presentation for an (international) audience. 
When looking for patterns in consumer behavior, you are able to combine more than 
one discipline. You  apply your analytical skills with a creative vision, using diverse 
sources of research. Products, services and/or communication are easily connected to 
the underlying drivers, thoughts, wants and needs of consumers. Within your research 
you recognize the opportunities for organizations and brands and know how to inter-
pret, structure, describe and present these. 

Your work week 
During a typical week you will work on:
 desk research on gender-, generation- and societal trends 
 translating research into a coherent story
 translating research into writing (articles / blogs)
 presenting trends for big and small audiences 
 giving workshops and training to small groups 
 participating in strategy and consultancy projects 

Your profile
  a master degree in social sciences / behavioral sciences / culture sciences
 strong interdisciplinary skills 
 analytical
  the ability to translate complex research into an understandable story
 a team player that can work independently 
  exceptional writing and speaking skills in English and preferably also Dutch
 experienced in presenting for small and large audiences
 highly organized 
  at least 3 years of working experience in a similar role (international experience is a plus)

Think you’re a good fit?
Please email karima@trendactive.com your  
motivation and your CV, by the 4th of December at the latest,  
citing ‘vacancy trend researcher’ in the subject line.   
For more information you can contact us by phone 
030 - 2544 448 or have a look at  
www.trendsactive.com.

Maliebaan 24
3581 CP Utrecht
The Netherlands

karima@trendsactive.com
www.trendsactive.com

 030 2544 448

Vacancy 

TREND RESEARCHER WITH  
EXCEPTIONAL PRESENTING SKILLS
32 hours / week

WE’RE LOOKING  

FORWARD TO  

MEETING YOU!
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